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CONFERENCE
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October 31, 2015
An international conference on the ‘Role and Contribution of Migrants and their Remittance in
Sustainable Development’ including photo exhibition, screening documentary film and cultural
function was held at a local hotel in the Hague in Netherlands on Saturday,31 October 2015. On the
occasion of the 10th founding anniversary of BASUG- Diaspora and Development, the Day was
organised with the support of Oxfam Novib.
Notably, BASUG Diaspora and Development is a Europe-based Diaspora organization working on
among others, migration and development, remittance and gender issues. Apart from the Netherlands,
it has its registered offices in Germany and Bangladesh. It has also Chapters in Italy and U.K.
On the day, the Founder Chairman of BASUG, Mr Bikash Chowdhury Barua shared the experience of
last 10 years of working in development fields with other stakeholders and exchange ideas and seek
suggestions as to how to take the organisation forward and make more effective and successful.
During the past 10 years BASUG has emerged as a professional Diaspora organisation and has been
able to widen its network both at the national and international level and has drawn attention and
appreciation from different quarters, both from the governments and the private sectors. But BASUG
believes it has still a long way to go, he added.
Mr. Chowdhury also said, during its journey of last 10 years BASUG leadership not only took part in
many national and international events, but also played a positive role in those events. BASUG is
perhaps, he continued, the only Diaspora organisation, which took part in all Global Forum on
Migration and Development (GFMD) since 2007 in Brussels. BASUG was accredited to take part in

the first informal dialogue on Migration and Development at the UN General Assembly at the UN in
2006.
Photo below: Executive members of the BASUG chapters of The Netherlands, UK, Belgium, Germany
and Bangladesh with the Chief Guest of the event Mr. Obaidul Muktadir Chowdhury MP from
Bangladesh.

Mr. Obaidul Muktadir Chowdhury, Member of Parliament of Bangladesh inaugurated the event as
chief guest, while Mr. Sheikh Mohammad Belal, Ambassador of Bangladesh in the Netherlands, Mr.
Lothar Kleipass, Chief Executive of Interational Ländlicher Entwicklungsdienst (ILD), Germany, Mr.
Bob van Dillen, Expert of CORDAID and Mr. Freirik Kampman, Policy Officer Migration and
Development, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands addressed the opening session.
Speakers in the meeting emphasised on global partnership for sustainable development, how to
cooperate and look for more valuable and qualified partners, to set goals and objectives and
implementing them. Continuance of such organisation like BASUG is always a challenge – and
everything necessary should be done to continue to carry on its work. Attention was drawn on the
importance of remittance and their impact on the country and society. Remittance that flows in from
glittering Dubai to the frozen Canada – the people contribute to 70-80% of the remittance of the
country, they added.

Photo from left Mr. Obaidul Muktadir Chowdhury, MP, Mr. Sheikh Mohammad Belal and Mr. Freirik
Kampman.
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That remittance is not investigated in a positive way in the productive sector which can eventually
generate production in a sustainable way was voiced by several speakers. Agro- based industry,
agricultural aqua cultural, leather, medicine and ship building - these areas are still lacking proper
financial support from home and abroad. Through this the economy of the country can benefit
significantly. Lack of implementation of laws was noted which greatly discourages the senders to
invest in a long term planning. BASUG was suggested to visit Malaysia and other Asian countries
where the Bangladeshi migrants are currently living and sending their hard-earned money home.
Suggestions were made to visit these migrant workers, exchange views and motivate them to invest in
a proper manner through which not only the family but the country as a whole will benefit.
Speakers mentioned that, today there was an estimated 250 million migrants around the world,
these all having a huge contribution in terms of remittances to developing countries. However, it is
essential that the negative image of migrants disappears since they are the ones to contribute to
society by creating jobs by founding businesses. Hence BASUG engages with migrants in order to
focus on positive aspects and their contribution to society.
In the second session of the program, Professor Gerd Junne, Director of The Network University
(TNU), Amsterdam, Dr.Corazon Dee, Senior Expert of PUM Netherlands and Chairperson
ERCMOVE, Mr. Antony Otieno Ong’ayo, Lecturer in Utrecht University College and Researcher,
International Development Studies, Department of Human Geography in Utrecht University and Mr.
Ram Thapa, Honorary Consul General of Nepal in Germany delivered their presentations on the issue,
while BASUG Advisor and Director Projects, Dr Ahmed Ziauddin moderated the session. Project
Coordinator of BASUG Germany, Mr. AHM Abdul Hai gave vote of thanks at the end of the panel
discussion.

Through screening a Documentary on the activities and role of BASUG since 2005 the guests and
audience got a complete view of the strength and activities of BASUG not only around the
Netherlands but throughout Germany, Belgium, the United-Kingdom, Italy, Sri Lanka and
Bangladesh.
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Documentary Film
This video intended to demonstrate BASUG’s achievements and partnership with several
organisations. Prof Dr Gerd Junne of TNU mentioned four key aspects that really made BASUG
unique. According to him, (1) BASUG is one of the few organisations that work within the home and
host country of migrants. (2) BASUG works at all levels of social organisations (governments,
ministries, Central Bank of Bangladesh). (3) BASUG has a broad spectrum of activities such as climate
change and the working conditions in the textile industry. (4) So much has been achieved by such a
small group, insisting that BASUG members work 25 hours a day, with full time job and families to
look after. He added, BASUG has been active at a grassroots’ level in which it has collaborated with
organisations but also works at an international level in which it works with big organisations and
governments where it is active.

Photo: BASUG Secretary Mr Sudhier Nannan speaking at the opening ceremony of the day-long
event, while speakers are seen attentive to the session.

Member of Parliament
In his speech as chief guest Member of the Parliament from Bangladesh, Mr. Obaidul Muktadir
Chowdhury said, we need to work together and allow for migrants to work and invest their money
since there is a lack of awareness and preparation. Mr Chowdhury MP said, about 10 Millions of
Bangladeshi live in foreign countries. About 75% of them are blue-color employees and other
expatriates do also white color jobs and they are mostly in the USA and European countries. The
expatriates send money to Bangladesh. But unfortunately the significant amount of remittance is
not investment in the industry sector. Rather most of the money is spent to buy land, construct
houses or to buy family products. But surely there are some examples of investing remittance in the
productive sector to have long term impact on our economy. He also hoped, BASUG would expand
to other Asian countries and all over the world one day and that day was not far away.
Bangladesh Ambassador
Bangladeshi Ambassador in The Netherlands, Mr. Sheikh Mohammed Belal said, “we must work
together, to make our lives better”. He continued by describing Netherlands as a country of creativity
and innovation where there are experts who can share new ideas, not just money, knowledge. The
Ambassador shared his desire to see academic studies for Bangladesh to be able to progress. He also
underscored the need for reducing the remittance transfer costs. The Ambassador started his
speech with the motion of freedom of human being to move over the world without any barrier of
border. He said, man is born free and they do not have any border when they come to the world.
But we the human being has created this artificial border with artificial lines and puzzles even in
some parts of the world in much painful way. Specially, in our region our colonial masters created
the border without consulting the people of our region. That is why even today we need to pay the
price of such decision on a daily basis. The ambassador urged the world leaders to make a new
international convention to ease the conflicts and crisis in the border region and based on the
border related issues.
Ambassador Mr Belal added, Netherlands has even no highlands but they have high level of
innovation. Bangladesh does not need thousand dollar loan, rather we need only the innovative
ideas to cope up with the challenges. In these cases we need the partnership and transfer of
knowledge with the Netherlands. According to the Ambassador, the expatriates are the most
innovative and successful entrepreneurs.
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Their entrepreneurship is much higher that the ordinary people. For the case of Bangladesh most of
the remittance is channeling from the countries of Gulf region. In this connection the Ambassador
urged BASUG to pay attention to the Gulf countries for the sake of their active role of the
Bangladesh expatriates living and working in that region.
Dutch Foreign Ministry
Mr Freirik Kampman, Policy Officer at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Netherlands described the
term Diaspora as being a natural bridge that BASUG is making in practice. He mentioned that the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs does not contain all the answers and knowledge, thus it is important and
relevant to collaborate, allowing Diaspora to share their knowledge. Also, remittances are a grass
root way of supporting countries of origin. In order to succeed in making better use of this, which
BASUG is already doing, we need to work together in order to share knowledge and connections,
Bangladesh can guide Netherlands in achieving this, he added.
CORDAID
Mr. Bob van Dillen, Expert of CORDAID said, in 2012, the GFMD started collaborating with BASUG.
CORDAID truly values cooperation with migrants and Diaspora organisations and shares similar
topics of concern with BASUG such as women entrepreneurship, health and education.
ILD
Mr. Lothar Kleipass from ILD, Germany described BASUG as being a development organisation acting
as a service to promote with partners in rural areas for the marginalized communities all over the
world.

Chairman of BASUG, Mr Bikash Chowdhury Barua speaking at the opening session of the day-long
event on the occasion of the 10th founding anniversary of BASUG
Mr. Antony Otieno Ong’ayo from UCU described BASUG as a ‘phenomenon’; the members
motivation and objectives have a broader focus, they reach out in more places, BASUG is based in
the Netherlands with branches everywhere. Thus there is transnational dimension to the outcomes
and a local dimension to influence. Also, migrants are only able to make a difference if they are able

to participate in the labour market. Thus Diaspora organisations need both countries of origin and
host to collaborate and give input; BASUG has made this possible.

Professor Gerd Junne, Director of The Network University, Amsterdam is delivering his presentation
at the panel discussion of the conference
Dr. Corazon Dee suggested one problem being the lack of data but also, there are gender blind
government policies. Gender disaggregated data must be able to focus more specifically on issues.
Gender must always be incorporated.

Chief Guest Mr. Obaidul Muktadir Chowdhury, Member of Parliament of Bangladesh is handing over
the crest to Mr Bikash Roy for his active role in the foundation of BASUG

CULTURAL PROGRAM
The conference was followed by an enchanting cultural program with Bangladeshi and Sri Lankan
dance of Ms. Natalie Suppiah and classical music performance of Tabla by celebrated artist Mr. Niti
Ranjan Biswas, Belgian music artist Mr. Hans Vermeersch and Bangladeshi Dutch singer, Ms.
Deepika Nannan.

Bangladeshi-Dutch Tabla artist, Mr Niti Ranjan Biswas is presenting his solo performance at the
cultural part of the day-long event of BASUG.

Bangladeshi Dutch artist, Ms Deepika Nannan singing a Bengali romantic song in the cultural part of
the day-long event while Mr Sudhier Nannan played the key-board

Sri Lankan classical dance artist, Ms Natalie Suppiah is presenting her solo performance in the
cultural part of the day-long event.

Belgian music artis,t Mr Hans Vermeersch enchanted the audience with his instrumental music of the
popular songs of RabidranathTagore and Kazi Nazrul Islam

(Report prepared by Ms. Sabine van Ameyde and Mr. AHM Abdul Hai)
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